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Measurements show large decadal variability in the rate of CO2 ac-
cumulation in the atmosphere that is not driven by CO2 emissions.
The decade of the 1990s experienced enhanced carbon accumula-
tion in the atmosphere relative to emissions, while in the 2000s the
atmospheric growth rate slowed even though emissions grew rapidly.
These variations are driven by natural sources and sinks of CO2 due
to the ocean and the terrestrial biosphere. In this study we compare
three independent methods for estimating oceanic CO2 uptake, and
find that the ocean carbon sink could be responsible for up to 40%
of the observed decadal variability in atmospheric CO2 accumula-
tion. Data-based estimates of the ocean carbon sink from pCO2 map-
ping methods and decadal ocean inverse models generally agree on
the magnitude and sign of decadal variability in the ocean CO2 sink
at both global and regional scales. Simulations with ocean biogeo-
chemical models confirm that climate variability drove the observed
decadal trends in ocean CO2 uptake, but also demonstrate that the
sensitivity of ocean CO2 uptake to climate variability may be too
weak in models. Furthermore, all estimates point toward coherent
decadal variability in the oceanic and terrestrial CO2 sinks, and this
variability is not well-matched by current global vegetation models.
Reconciling these differences will help to constrain the sensitivity of
oceanic and terrestrial CO2 uptake to climate variability, and lead to
improved climate projections and decadal climate predictions.
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Anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are a1

major contributor to climate change, accounting for more2

than 80% of the radiative forcing of anthropogenic greenhouse3

gases over the past several decades (1). There is therefore a4

pressing need to understand the factors influencing the rate at5

which anthropogenic CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere. The6

primary driver of atmospheric CO2 accumulation is anthro-7

pogenic emissions from industrial activity and deforestation8

(2) which has increased by about 60% over the past 30 years9

(Fig. 1a). CO2 accumulation in the atmosphere, however,10

has not always followed the trend in CO2 emissions. From11

1990-1999 atmospheric CO2 accumulated more rapidly than12

expected from the relatively slow growth in emissions, while13

in the decade from 2000-2009 atmospheric CO2 accumulation14

was relatively steady while emissions rose rapidly (Fig. 1a).15

This decadal variability in atmospheric CO2 accumulation16

rate is linked to variability in the sources and sinks of CO217

in the natural environment (4). The most important of these18

natural sources and sinks are terrestrial ecosystems and ocean19

waters. Other natural sources and sinks such as volcanoes20

and rock weathering are much smaller and change very slowly21

(5), and can be neglected on recent timescales. Thus, the22

global carbon budget (3) is primarily a balance between an- 23

thropogenic CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and cement 24

manufacturing (FF) and land-use change (LUC, i.e. defor- 25

estation), and changes in the accumulation of CO2 in the 26

atmosphere (Catm), ocean (Coce) and land biosphere (Cland), 27

28

29

(FF+LUC) − dCatm

dt
− dCoce

dt
− dCland

dt
= 0. [1] 30

Global FF and LUC emissions have an uncertainty of about 31

10% (3, 6, 7), and atmospheric CO2 has been measured con- 32

tinuously since 1980 at a global network of stations, with error 33

on the annual average accumulation of < 5% (8). From these 34

observations and equation (1), we can infer the accumulation 35

rate of carbon in the combined land and ocean reservoirs 36

(Fig. 1a). The total rate of land+ocean carbon accumulation 37

has averaged 55±10% of total carbon emissions over the past 38

30 years, but has shown significant decadal variability. The 39

1990s experienced a weakening of the land+ocean carbon sink, 40

while the first decade of the 2000s was characterized by a 41

strengthening land+ocean carbon sink (Fig. 1b). 42

The relative contribution of the land and ocean carbon sinks 43

to this decadal variability cannot be directly measured, due to 44

the heterogeneity of carbon accumulation and large natural 45

carbon reservoirs. For this reason, dynamic global vegetation 46

models (DGVMs) and global ocean biogeochemistry models 47

(GOBMs) are often used to estimate the land and ocean carbon 48

sinks, respectively (3). Methods have also been developed for 49
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Fig. 1. (a) Global CO2 emissions from fossil-fuel burning, cement production and land-
use change (FF+LUC) (red curve), compared with the measured rate of accumulation
of CO2 in the atmosphere (gold curve), and the inferred rate of change of CO2
accumulation in the land and ocean (blue curve). Thin lines are annual means and
thick lines are 5-year running means. (b) Decadal trends in CO2 emissions (FF+LUC),
and the atmospheric and total land+ocean sinks. For emissions, positive values
indicate an increasing source and negative values a decreasing source (left-hand
arrows, sign convention as in Eq. (1)). For the atmosphere and land+ocean sinks,
positive values indicate a decreasing sink and negative values an increasing sink
(right-hand arrows, opposite the sign convention in Eq. (1)). All data from the 2017
Global Carbon Budget (3). Error bars are 1-σ.

estimating CO2 accumulation in the ocean indirectly from50

observations using inverse models (9–11), and measurements51

of the sea-surface partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2) (12–14).52

While the terrestrial biosphere is the dominant source of53

interannual variability in the natural CO2 sinks (4, 15), ob-54

servations and numerical models have highlighted substantial55

decadal variability in ocean CO2 uptake at both regional56

(16–18) and global scales (19, 20). In particular, recent esti-57

mates from several data-based models (21–23) suggest that58

the decadal variability in the ocean CO2 sink is larger than59

currently estimated by global carbon budgets. To assess the60

robustness of decadal trends in ocean CO2 uptake, here we61

compare decadal variability in the ocean carbon sink from62

three widely-used independent methods: GOBMs participat-63

ing in the 2017 Global Carbon Budget (3), an ocean circulation64

inverse model (OCIM) (11, 23), and pCO2-based flux mapping65

models from the Surface Ocean pCO2 Mapping Intercompari-66

son (SOCOM) project (14). We use these methods to deduce67

the contribution of the ocean carbon sink to the decadal vari-68

ability of atmospheric carbon accumulation, to examine the69

mechanisms governing this variability, and to shed light on70

the decadal variability of the terrestrial CO2 sink.71

Decadal variability of the ocean carbon sink 72

Estimates of the global ocean carbon sink from the GOBMs, 73

SOCOM products, and the OCIM are in broad agreement 74

regarding the magnitude and temporal evolution of ocean car- 75

bon accumulation over the past 30 years (Fig. 2a). Estimates 76

of the ocean anthropogenic carbon sink in 2010 from these 77

methods cluster around a mean of ∼2.4 GtC yr−1 with an 78

uncertainty of ∼25% due to differences among the various 79

methods and models (Fig. 2a). 80
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Fig. 2. (a) Estimates of the ocean carbon sink from a subset of models participating in
the Surface Ocean pCO2 Mapping (SOCOM) project (14), a subset of Global Ocean
Biogeochemical Models (GOBMs) participating in the 2017 Global Carbon Budget (3)
and an ocean circulation inverse model (OCIM) with (23) and without (11) decadal
variability in ocean circulation. Thick lines are the ensemble mean from each method,
with shading representing one standard deviation uncertainty. For the OCIM with
variable circulation the mean value at the end of each decade (1989, 1999, 2009)
is shown, with error bars representing one standard deviation. For the OCIM with
constant circulation, error bars are the ensemble range. SOCOM results have been
adjusted for outgassing of riverine CO2 (see Materials and Methods). (b) Decadal
trends in the net (land+ocean) carbon sink (blue bar, same as in Fig. 1), and four
estimates of decadal trends in the ocean carbon sink from SOCOM models (red bar),
GOBMs (purple bar), and OCIM with decadal variability in ocean circulation (gold bar)
and without any variability in ocean circulation (dashed line).

A closer look at the decadal trends in ocean CO2 uptake 81

reveals that the various methods of estimating the oceanic 82

CO2 sink differ in the magnitude of their decadal variability 83

(Fig. 2b). The OCIM with steady circulation simulates CO2 84

uptake by an ocean with no variability in circulation or biology 85

(11), and therefore the decadal trends are very similar for both 86

the 1990s and the 2000s, with global ocean CO2 accumulation 87

accelerating at ∼0.4 Gt C yr−1 decade −1. All of the other 88

methods display significantly more decadal variability, strongly 89

suggesting decadal trends in ocean circulation and/or biology 90

over this time period (Fig. 2b). 91

Decadal trends in ocean CO2 uptake are strongest in the 92

observation-based models. In the 1990s, SOCOM products 93

(14) and the OCIM with decadally-varying circulation (23) 94
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Fig. 3. Decadal trends in ocean carbon uptake for the global ocean (a) and for different ocean regions (b-f) as defined by the biomes of (24) (see SI Appendix for biome
definitions, and definitions of the models used here). The global ocean in (a) is the sum of the regions in (b-f) and does not include coastal regions and marginal seas. Trends
and color-coding as in Fig. 2(b), with symbols representing individual models. Positive trends represent a weakening oceanic CO2 sink, and negative trends a strengthening
oceanic CO2 sink.

diagnose a weakening trend of 0.15±0.43 Gt C yr−1 decade95
−1 and 0.28±0.26 Gt C yr−1 decade −1, respectively, which96

in turn accounts for 8% (−10 − 83%) and 16% (1 − 77%) of97

the observed 1.8±1.1 Gt C yr−1 decade −1 weakening of the98

net (land+ocean) carbon sink. In the 2000s, the SOCOM99

products estimate a strengthening of the ocean carbon sink100

by 0.80±0.51 Gt C yr−1 decade −1 that is consistent with the101

1.0±0.2 Gt C yr−1 decade −1 strengthening inferred by the102

OCIM with variable circulation. These trends account for 35%103

(9 − 109%) and 43% (24 − 100%), respectively, of the observed104

2.3±1.1 Gt C yr−1 decade −1 strengthening trend of the total105

(land+ocean) carbon sink in the 2000s. Based on the average106

trends in the observation-based models over the 1990s and the107

first decade of the 2000s, the ocean is responsible for ∼10-40%108

of the observed decadal variability in the natural carbon sinks.109

The GOBMs also simulate weaker-than-expected ocean110

CO2 uptake during the 1990s followed by a strengthening trend111

during the 2000s, but the magnitude of decadal variability112

is smaller than that estimated by SOCOM and the variable-113

circulation OCIM. For example, in the 2000s the growth rate114

of oceanic CO2 uptake in the GOBMs was slightly less than115

simulated by the OCIM with constant circulation and biology,116

while the other methods estimate that oceanic uptake was117

accelerating roughly twice as fast as it would with constant118

circulation and biology (Fig. 2b). According to average119

trends in the GOBMs over 1990s and the first decade of the120

2000s, the ocean is responsible for ∼0-20% of the decadal121

variability in the natural carbon sinks, which is about half of122

the variability estimated by the observation-based approaches.123

Despite the overall agreement among the methods on the124

sign of the decadal variability in the ocean CO2 sink, there125

is substantial spread in the magnitude of the decadal trends 126

both across models within a particular method, and across 127

oceanographic regions (Fig. 3). With respect to the global 128

ocean CO2 uptake, the SOCOM products range from a trend of 129

-0.21 to 1.11 GtC yr−1 decade−1 in the 1990s, to -0.21 to -2.13 130

GtC yr−1 decade−1 in the 2000s. Almost all (eight out of nine) 131

of the SOCOM products show a more rapidly strengthening 132

CO2 sink in the 2000s compared to the 1990s. Different 133

GOBMs also exhibit substantially different decadal variability, 134

although all of the GOBMs simulate a strengthening of the 135

ocean CO2 sink in the 2000s relative to the 1990s (Fig. 3a). 136

To examine regional patterns of decadal variability in the 137

ocean CO2 sink, we integrated the air-sea CO2 fluxes within 138

different regions based on biomes defined by ref. (24) (see SI 139

Appendix). The model-average trends across different methods 140

(SOCOM, GOBMs, and OCIM), and in different oceanographic 141

regions, display a remarkable pattern: in every region every 142

method (on average) predicts that the oceanic CO2 uptake 143

increased faster in the 2000s than in the 1990s (Fig. 3b-f). 144

The best agreement at regional scales across methods is found 145

between the SOCOM products and the OCIM with variable 146

circulation. In all regions these methods infer an oceanic CO2 147

sink that strengthened much faster in the 2000s than in the 148

1990s. In the high latitudes, the SOCOM-based estimates 149

place more of the weakening in the 1990s CO2 sink in the 150

Southern Ocean, while the OCIM-based estimates suggest that 151

more of the weakening occurred in the North Atlantic and 152

North Pacific (Fig. 3b-d). In the low-latitudes, the SOCOM 153

and OCIM models agree that the Pacific and Indian Oceans 154

were a weakening sink in the 1990s (Fig. 3f), while the OCIM 155

simulates a weaker-trending Atlantic Ocean sink than most of 156
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the SOCOM products (Fig. 3e). The strengthening of the157

ocean CO2 sink in the 2000s is consistent across regions in158

both the SOCOM and OCIM models.159

Decadal trends in the GOBM-simulated oceanic CO2 up-160

take are not as variable as those diagnosed by the SOCOM161

products or the variable-circulation OCIM. For example, in162

the Southern Ocean the observation-based methods infer large163

decadal variations in the ocean CO2 sink, but the GOBMs164

simulate only a slight strengthening trend from the 1990s to165

the 2000s, with the exception of the NEMO-PISCES (CNRM)166

model which simulates a large strengthening (Fig. 3b). The167

same is true in the low-latitude Pacific and Indian, which has168

the largest decadal variability next to the Southern Ocean in169

the observation-based estimates, but displays weak decadal170

variability in the GOBMs (Fig. 3f).171

Climate-driven trends in ocean carbon uptake172

To separate the impacts of CO2-forced and climate-forced173

variability on ocean CO2 uptake in the GOBMs, we performed174

additional model simulations in which the climate forcing was175

held constant, and in which the atmospheric CO2 concentra-176

tion was held constant (see Materials and Methods). Based177

on these simulations we isolated the decadal trends of oceanic178

CO2 uptake due to atmospheric CO2 increase and due to179

climate variability (Fig. 4). These simulations reveal that180

trends in ocean CO2 uptake in the 1990s and 2000s are nearly181

indistinguishable for the CO2-only forcing case (both between182

decades and among models), and that decadal variability in183

the CO2 sink is driven exclusively by climate variability. Eight184

out of nine of the GOBMs predict that climate variability185

drove a weakening of the global ocean CO2 sink in the 1990s,186

and five out of nine predict that climate variability drove a187

strengthening trend in the 2000s (Fig. 4a).188

The regions with the strongest climate-driven decadal vari-189

ability in the GOBMs are the Southern Ocean (Fig 4b) and190

the low-latitude Pacific and Indian Oceans (Fig 4f). Within191

these regions, however, the different models diverge substan-192

tially. In the Southern Ocean the NEMO-PISCES (CNRM)193

model displays the largest climate-driven decadal variability,194

with decreasing CO2 uptake in the 1990s and increasing CO2195

uptake in the 2000s, consistent with the observation-based196

estimates. But some models display the opposite trend, such197

as the CSIRO model which simulates a weakening Southern198

Ocean CO2 sink in the 2000s compared to the 1990s. In199

the low-latitude Pacific and Indian Oceans it is the CSIRO200

model that displays the strongest climate-driven variability, in201

a direction consistent with the observation-based estimates.202

Overall, climate variability drove a weakening of oceanic203

CO2 uptake in the 1990s and a strengthening in the 2000s204

across multiple models and geographic regions. The geograph-205

ical consistency of these trends suggests that this is a response206

to a global climatic pattern, likely large-scale changes in wind-207

driven ocean circulation (23, 25). These trends could be due to208

modes of internal variability in the climate system (21), or to209

external forcing (e.g. the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991210

(26, 27)) which can alter the states of internal climate modes211

(28), and thus the global winds. External drivers could be212

amplified by atmospheric (29) or oceanic (30) teleconnections213

to enhance decadal variability in ocean circulation.214

Although the GOBMs display a consistent response to cli-215

mate forcing, their climate-driven variability of ocean CO2216
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Fig. 4. Decadal trends in ocean carbon uptake simulated by GOBMs for the regions in
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uptake appears to be too weak when compared to the data- 217

based methods. Indeed, the GOBMs that perform best when 218

compared to the most accurate pCO2-based flux reconstruc- 219

tions, are also the models that exhibit the largest decadal 220

variability at the regional scale (SI Appendix Figs. S1 and 221

S2). The weak climate-forced variability of GOBMs might 222

stem from either a weak ocean circulation response to atmo- 223

spheric forcing, or to changes in biologically-driven carbon 224

uptake that counteract circulation-driven CO2 uptake. To 225

examine the latter possibility, we examined decadal trends 226

in the biologically-driven export of carbon below the surface 227

ocean in the climate-forced GOBMs (SI Appendix Fig. S3). 228

Models with strong decadal variability in biological carbon ex- 229

port generally have weak decadal variability in climate-forced 230

CO2 uptake, while the opposite is true of models with weak 231

variability in biological carbon export. Thus the compensation 232

between circulation-driven and biologically-driven CO2 uptake 233

is one factor that reduces the sensitivity of the GOBMs to 234

climate variability. The relative roles of biology and physics 235

for determining decadal variability in ocean CO2 uptake is 236

poorly known, and should be a priority for future study. 237

Discussion and conclusions 238

The agreement among the various methods of determining 239

ocean CO2 uptake demonstrates a broad consensus in the 240

magnitude of the ocean carbon sink over the past several 241

decades, and in the timing of the decadal variability (Fig. 242

2). This agreement is especially encouraging considering that 243

the three methods considered here are entirely independent. 244

The observation-based methods (SOCOM and OCIM) predict 245

greater decadal variability of the ocean CO2 sink than ocean 246
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biogeochemistry models, and suggest that roughly 10-40% of247

the decadal variability in the natural CO2 sinks can be at-248

tributed to the ocean. Ocean biogeochemistry models simulate249

less decadal variability of the ocean CO2 sink, which could250

partly explain why current global carbon budgets (which rely251

mainly on GOBMs to estimate the oceanic CO2 sink) have252

a declining budget imbalance in the 1990s, followed by an253

increasing imbalance in the 2000s (3). A muted variability of254

GOBMs compared to observations has also been observed for255

oxygen (31), suggesting it is not unique to the carbon cycle.256

These results also have important implications for decadal257

trends in the other major natural sink of anthropogenic CO2,258

the terrestrial biosphere. The decadal trends in the ocean CO2259

sink from the three methods considered here (SOCOM, OCIM,260

and GOBMs), can be compared to the total land+ocean CO2261

sink (Fig. 1b), to deduce the decadal trends in the terrestrial262

CO2 sink (see Materials and Methods). The decadal trends in263

the terrestrial CO2 sink so calculated demonstrate that the264

terrestrial biosphere was a decreasing sink of CO2 in the 1990s,265

and an increasing sink of CO2 in the first decade of the 2000s266

(the residual land sink in Fig. 5).267
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Fig. 5. Trends in the terrestrial CO2 sink calculated as a residual from the global
carbon budget (Equation 1) using the estimates of the ocean CO2 sink from three
methods considered here (GOBMs, SOCOM, and OCIM with variable circulation),
and from the dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) participating in the 2017
Global Carbon Budget (3). See SI Appendix for definitions of DGVMs used here.

These decadal trends are in the same direction as those of268

the oceanic CO2 sink, but even larger in magnitude, and can269

place important constraints on the dynamic global vegetation270

models (DGVMs) that are used to estimate the terrestrial271

CO2 sink in the Global Carbon Budget (3). The DGVMs272

are in good agreement with the residual land sink regarding273

the strengthening of the terrestrial CO2 sink in the 2000s,274

indicating consistency between the emissions data, the ocean275

CO2 sink estimates, and the predictions of DGVMs during this276

period (Fig. 5). But during the 1990s, the DGVMs show less277

consistency, with one group of DGVMs simulating a neutral278

to weakening CO2 sink (in agreement with the residual land279

sink), and another group simulating a strengthening CO2 sink.280

Differences between the residual land sink and the DGVM281

land sink during the 1990s could be due to biases in the ocean282

CO2 sink estimates, in the CO2 emissions, or in the DGVMs.283

Given the agreement between the three independent estimates284

of the oceanic CO2 sink, this is unlikely to be a source of bias. 285

Errors in fossil-fuel CO2 emissions (32) and LUC emissions 286

(33) could be larger than reported, and partly responsible for 287

some of the discrepancy. The remaining discrepancies can be 288

attributed to biases in the DGVMs, and as such could indicate 289

a greater climate sensitivity of the terrestrial CO2 sink than 290

currently thought. In particular, the model discrepancies in the 291

1990s trends could partly reflect the different degrees to which 292

the DGVMs are sensitive to the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo in 293

1991 (34) and the strong El Niño event of 1998 (15). 294

The findings of this study imply that both oceanic and 295

terrestrial carbon cycle models underestimate decadal variabil- 296

ity in CO2 uptake, which hinders the ability of these models 297

to predict climate change on decadal timescales, and likely 298

contributes to decadal imbalances in current global carbon 299

budgets (35). As the community moves towards decadal cli- 300

mate prediction (36, 37), it will be important to correctly 301

resolve the climate sensitivity of oceanic and terrestrial carbon 302

uptake. Continued development of observation-based methods 303

for tracking ocean CO2 uptake should alleviate their remain- 304

ing structural errors (see SI Appendix), leading to improved 305

constraints on the magnitude and variability of the ocean CO2 306

sink, and reducing imbalances in global carbon budgets (35). 307

This in turn will facilitate calibration of ocean biogeochemical 308

models and terrestrial dynamic vegetation models, leading to 309

improved climate projections and decadal predictions. 310

Materials and Methods 311

312

pCO2-based flux mapping products. The surface ocean pCO2 map- 313

ping (SOCOM) products are based on historical observations of 314

surface-ocean pCO2 compiled in the Surface Ocean CO2 Atlas 315

(SOCAT) (38) and the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (39) 316

datasets. The SOCOMmodels employ various interpolation schemes 317

to fill in the gaps in the data records to create continuous maps of 318

pCO2 at monthly resolution, from which air-sea fluxes are calculated 319

(14). See SI Appendix for additional information. 320

Inverse models. We used two versions of the ocean circulation inverse 321

model (OCIM). The first diagnoses the uptake of anthropogenic 322

CO2 in the absence of any changes to ocean circulation, solubility, 323

or biology (11). Uncertainties are derived from the 10 different 324

versions of the model described in ref. (11). The second version of 325

the OCIM diagnoses the decadal-mean ocean CO2 sink given decadal 326

variations in ocean circulation along with mean state biology (23). 327

Uncertainties are derived from 160 different versions of the model 328

described in ref. (23). See SI Appendix for additional information. 329

Global ocean biogeochemistry models (GOBMs). We used a sub- 330

set of the global ocean biogeochemistry models (GOBMs) used 331

in the 2017 Global Carbon Budget (GCB17) (3): NEMO- 332

PISCES (CNRM), CSIRO, NorESM, MPIOM-HAMOCC, NEMO- 333

PlankTOM5, MITgcm-REcoM2, and CCSM-BEC. Each model 334

performed three simulations: Simulation A uses reanalysis climate 335

forcing and observed atmospheric CO2 concentrations 1959-2017. 336

Simulation B uses constant climate forcing and atmospheric CO2. 337

Simulation C uses constant climate forcing and observed atmo- 338

spheric CO2 concentrations 1959-2017. In Figure 4, “CO2+climate” 339

is from simulation A, “CO2 only” is from simulation C− simulation 340

B, and “climate only” is from simulation A − simulation C. Models 341

differ in their spin-up procedure and climate forcing, as detailed in 342

the SI Appendix and Table S1. 343

Accounting for riverine carbon. The OCIM and GOBMs do not ac- 344

count for a de-gassing of 0.45-0.78 GtC yr−1 (40, 41) of riverine 345

CO2, but the SOCOM products do. In order to make the CO2 346

fluxes comparable across all methods, we have added a flux of 0.6 347

GtC yr−1 to the globally-integrated SOCOM CO2 sink in Fig. 2. 348
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Calculating decadal trends. Air-sea CO2 fluxes from the SOCOM349

products, the GOBMs, and the steady-circulation OCIM were350

annually-averaged, then used to compute the linear trend in ocean351

CO2 uptake for the 1990s (1990-1999) and the first decade of the352

2000s (2000-2009). Uncertainties on the decadal trends for each353

method include ensemble uncertainty, as well as an uncertainty354

of ±1 year for the beginning and ending years of the trend calcu-355

lations (i.e. 1990 ± 1 − 1999 ± 1 and 2000 ± 1 − 2009 ± 1). For356

the OCIM-variable, decadal trends were calculated as the average357

air-sea flux within a given decade minus the average air-sea flux in358

the preceding decade. This method minimizes the effects of disconti-359

nuities in the air-sea CO2 flux introduced by abrupt changes in the360

ocean circulation at the demarcations of different decades (1990 and361

2000), and gives trends similar to those using the final year of each362

decade (i.e. 2009-1999) to calculate trends. For regional decadal363

trends in Figs. 3 and 4, we integrated the air-sea CO2 fluxes over364

distinct oceanographic regions based on the time-mean open-ocean365

biomes defined by ref. (24). In order to avoid differences in the366

model domains near the coast, the global ocean CO2 uptake in all367

figures is the summation over all of the individual regions, and thus368

ignores a small contribution from coastal regions as well as the polar369

ice-covered regions. See SI Appendix for more information.370

Calculation of decadal trends in the terrestrial CO2 sink. To calcu-371

late decadal trends in the terrestrial CO2 sink, we first calculated372

decadal trends in the ocean carbon sink using all of the methods con-373

sidered here that resolve decadal variability in the ocean CO2 sink374

(SOCOM, GOBMs, and OCIM-variable, as displayed in Fig. 2b).375

We then subtracted these ocean-only trends from the trend in the376

total (land+ocean) CO2 sink (Fig. 1b) to obtain the trends in377

the “residual land sink” (Fig. 5). Reported uncertainties include378

uncertainty in the CO2 emissions, uncertainty in the atmospheric379

CO2 concentration, uncertainty in the ocean CO2 sink (treating380

all methods of estimating the ocean CO2 sink as equally probable),381

and uncertainty due to varying the beginning and ending years for382

the trend calculation by ±1 year. Trends in the terrestrial CO2 sink383

in the DGVMs are calculated in exactly the same way as those for384

the GOBMs, varying the starting and ending points of the trend385

calculation for each DGVM by ± 1 year. See SI Appendix for a full386

list of the DGVMs used here.387

Data availability. OCIM data are available from the lead author and388

at https://tdevries.eri.ucsb.edu/models-and-data-products/. Timeseries389

of the SOCOM data following ref. (14) can be obtained from390

http://www.bgc-jena.mpg.de/SOCOM/. Timeseries of the GOBM data391

are available at (url to follow upon acceptance).392
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